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ABSTRACT How much information can be transported, i.e., the transmission rate, is a subject of great
interest in hybrid wireless networks. The main focus of this paper is the effect of channel fading in
hybrid wireless network, in which a wired network of base stations is deployed to support long-range
communications between wireless nodes. Two types of transmission mode in hybrid wireless network,
i.e., intra-cell mode and infrastructure mode, are considered. To effectively overcome fading impairment,
optimalmultiple access technique is applied, allowing opportunistic sources to transmit concurrently with the
scheduled source. Those different sources, much like inwidebandCDMAsystem, share the entire bandwidth.
A successive interference cancellation (SIC) strategy is then introduced at receiver side to limit the intra-
cell interference and achieve the maximum capacity. Meanwhile, frequency reuse scheme is employed to
minimize the inter-cell interference. Since the outage capacity over different fading channels will exhibit
different asymptotic behaviors, in this paper we examine the Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami-m models,
which are the most commonly used fading models. Close-form solutions for outage throughput capacity at
high signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR) are derived. It is showed that, with opportunistic sources,
the intra-cell mode effectively combats fading as wireless nodes increases; however, the infrastructure mode
is bottlenecked by the downlink transmission since base station is the only transmitter in the cell during the
downlink phase. The theoretical bounds obtained and proofs are instrumental to the future network modeling
and design.

INDEX TERMS Hybrid wireless networks, infrastructure, fading, outage throughput capacity, opportunistic
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid wireless network [4] combines wireless ad-hoc net-
work nodes and base stations, as shown in Figure 1. In wire-
less networks, information is exchanged between different
nodes over a common wireless channel. And a wired back-
bone provides connectivity between base stations. Different
constraint, such as transmission power and bandwidth, will
result in different throughput capacity during the transmis-
sion, as well as the number of the nodes in the network.
Hence the key question here, is how those constraints affect
the throughput capacity.

In [5], the authors initiated the study of scaling laws in
large ad-hoc wireless networks. It has been illustrated that
the throughput of the network decreased at 2( 1

√
n ) as the

number of nodes tends to infinity if all nodes are placed
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optimally and will decay at2( 1
√
n log n

) if the nodes are placed
randomly.

However, in [6], the authors have showed that a rate higher
than2( 1

√
n ) is possibly achievable if we adopt a more general

information theory setting. The authors of [7] have shown
that for a network with randomly placed nodes, the per-node
capacity has a lower bound of 1

√
n if applying the percolation

theory.
Note that the above mentioned literatures mainly focus on

static wireless nodes under typical communication scenarios.
In [8], the authors have shown that the network capacity
can be increased if the nodes are mobile and the per-node
throughput the network is kept constant even as the number of
nodes n increases. In [9], the authors indicated the throughput
capacity of ad-hoc networks with mobile relays. Meanwhile,
the authors of [10] has shown that the same per-node through-
put is achievable if more intelligent node cooperation and
distributed MIMO communication on static nodes are used.
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FIGURE 1. A hybrid wireless network.

Some other studies that considers different type of data traffic,
such as multi-cast, can been found in [11]– [15].

The capacity of the hybrid wireless network is also a
topic of great interest, and has been studied by the authors
of [16]– [23]. For a two-dimensional hybrid network with b
stations, the maximum per-node capacity scales as 2(b/n)
if the number of base stations increases at a speed asymp-
totically faster than

√
n [16]. Similarly, the authors of [20]

have shown that a network with wired infrastructure could
achieve a per-node capacity of �(min(b/n, 1/ log b)). Other-
wise, the percolation theory [7] should be applied to achieve
the maximum capacity.

In this paper, we indicate the per-node throughput capacity
in the hybrid wireless networks over fading channels. Three
commonly used fading models, i.e., Rayleigh, Rician and
Nakagami-m fading, are demonstrated in order to analyze
their effect on hybrid wireless network. Rayleigh fading
model is used when antenna receives a large number of
reflected and scattered waves caused by multi-path reception.
While in Rician fading model, a strong dominant compo-
nent is considered besides the scattered waves. Nakagami
fading occurs for multi-path scattering with relatively large
delay-time spreads, with different clusters of reflected waves.
Unlike the previous studies, an optimal multiple access tech-
nique is applied to increase the throughput capacity of the
network. Specifically, while the scheduled source is transmit-
ting data, a set of nodes within the same cell of the source
node will be selected to transmit at the same instant if such
transmissions won’t impair with the scheduled source. At the
destination node, instead of decoding each node treating all
transmissions from other nodes as interference, at the recep-
tion, after one node is decoded, its signal will be removed
from the aggregate received signal before the next node
is decoded. The successive interference cancellation (SIC)

scheme [25], [26] is applied to do so. These selected nodes
are called opportunistic sources and the bandwidth will be
shared by all these nodes, like in wideband CDMA systems.
Not only does this save the battery power of the nodes,
it also increase the system capacity with limited interference.
Previous studies on the improvement in transmission capacity
with SIC could be found in [27]–[29].

Similar to [10], [19], the key idea behind our decoding
scheme is that we believe the physical model used by many
literatures, for example [5], [16], is somewhat strict. Specifi-
cally, this model assumes that the signals received from nodes
other than the transmitter are all treated as interference. Thus
long range point-to-point communication between nodes is
not preferable. The optimal strategy is then to confine the
transmission to nearest neighbor nodes and rely on a spatial
reuse to maximize the number of simultaneous transmission.
However, we take a weak restriction by means of allow-
ing nodes to transmit data directly to their destinations in
this paper. As mentioned above, opportunistic sources are
selected to transmit simultaneously and with SIC decoding
technique, the interference from these sources now become
valuable information and the spatial multiplexing gain can
then be achieved. One step further, we replace the long range
wireless communications with the wired infrastructure net-
work in order to inherit the benefit of the spatial reuse.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we formulate the network model. The main contributions
are given in Section III. The principle of opportunistic com-
munication and frequency reuse is discussed in Section IV.
In Section V and Section VI, we derived the outage through-
put capacity for both intra-cell mode and infrastructure mode.
Finally, we concludes our work in Section VII.

II. MAIN RESULTS
We consider a hybrid wireless networks with two modes,
hybrid network mode and transmission mode. The details of
each mode were described in [1].

For a hybrid wireless network with n nodes and b base
stations while b = o( n

log n ), its outage throughput capacity
over three different fading models are concluded as follows
Theorem 1:
For a network under intra-cell transmission mode, the per-

node outage throughput capacity over Rayleigh fading is

T Rayintra(n, b) = O
(
log(ε

b
n
n
b
)W1

)
bit/s; (1)

Similarly, for infrastructure transmission mode,

T Rayinfra(n, b) = 2
(
b
n
log(ε

n
b
)W2

)
bit/s. (2)

where W1 and W2 are the bandwidth of intra-cell transmis-
sion mode and infrastructure transmission mode.
Theorem 2: For a network underintra-cell transmission

mode, the per-node outage throughput capacity over Rician
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FIGURE 2. A network of size
√

n×
√

n is partitioned into b cells with side
length

√
n
b .

fading is

T Ricianintra (n, b) = O
(
log[(e

s2

δ2 ε)
b
n
n
b
]W1

)
bit/s, (3)

where s2 and δ2 are the direct power and scatter power of
Rician fading, respectively.

Similarly, for infrastructure transmission mode,

T Ricianinfra (n, b) = 2
(
b
n
log(e

s2

δ2 ε
n
b
)W2

)
bit/s. (4)

Theorem 3: For a network underintra-cell transmis-
sion mode, the per-node outage throughput capacity over
Nakagami-m fading is

TNakintra(n, b) = O
(
log[(ε

1
m )

b
n
n
b
]W1

)
bit/s, (5)

where m is the shape parameter of Nakagami-m fading.
Similarly, for infrastructure transmission mode,

TNakinfra(n, b) = 2
(
b
n
log(ε

1
m
n
b
)W2

)
bit/s. (6)

A. THE NUMBER OF NODES PER CELL
To identify the number of nodes in each cell, we implement
the following lemma.
Lemma 4: For a networkwith cells of side length c =

√
n/b

and number of base stations b = o( n
log n ) as shown in Figure 2,

the number of nodes within each cell nc is bounded by 2( nb )
as n→∞.

Proof: Let A denotes the event that node i, 1 ≤ i ≤
n, will fall into a particular cell of area c2. Obviously, A is
a Bernoulli event. Take in the assumption that all nodes are
placed uniformly, we have PA =

n/b
n =

1
b . Hence the number

of nodes per cell nc is binomial distributed with parameters
(n, 1b ). By applying Chernoff bound, the following inequality
can be drawn

Pr(nc > k1
n
b
) ≤

E{exp(nc)}

exp( k1nb )

where k1 is a constant. Since E{exp(nc)} = (1+(e−1)PA)n ≤
exp[(e− 1) nb ] (implementing 1+ x ≤ exp(x)), we arrive at

Pr(nc > k1
n
b
) ≤ exp

{
−
n
b
[k1 − (e− 1)]

}
. (7)

As long as k1 > e − 1, according to Boole’s inequality,
the probability that some cells have more than k1 n

b nodes
converges to zero as n→∞ [3].
Similarly, we have

Pr(nc < k2
n
b
) ≤

E{exp(−nc)}

exp(−k2nb )

where k2 is another constant. Since E{exp(−nc)} = (1 +
(e−1 − 1)PA)n ≤ exp[(e−1 − 1) nb ], we obtain

Pr(nc < k2
n
b
) ≤ exp

{
−
n
b
[(1− e−1)− k2]

}
. (8)

As long as k2 < 1− e−1, according to Boole’s inequality,
the probability that some cells have more than k2 n

b nodes
converges to zero as n→∞. We can then conclude the above
bound.

B. OPPORTUNISTIC COMMUNICATION
Within each cell, nodes are time-sharing and transmit in a
round robin fashion. During the transmission, the scheduled
source node i will be assigned for a bandwidth ofW1/nc Hz.
Then, in order to do reliable communication between node i
and the destination node j, the maximum achievable rate will
be [25]

log
(
1+

P · l(|Xi − Xj|) · |hij|2

µW1N0

)
bit/s/Hz, (9)

where µ is the fraction of the bandwidth that source node i is
assigned over the entire bandwidth W1.

It’s clear that the capacity of AWGN and fading channel
are conceptual different. Hence an alternative measurement,
ε-outage capacity Cε , is introduced for fading channel sce-
nario. The ε-outage capacity is the largest transmission rate
which satisfies Pout < ε, where Pout is the outage probability.

Assume that data is encoded at transmitter side at a rate
of R bit/s/Hz, the system is considered in outage if log

(
1 +

P·l(|Xi−Xj|)·|hij|2

µW1N0

)
< R. The related outage probability is

Pout = Pr
{
log(1+

P · l(|Xi − Xj|) · |hij|2

µW1N0
) < R

}
. (10)

Solving Pout = ε yields

Cε = log
(
1+ F−1(ε)

P · l(|Xi − Xj|)
µW1N0

)
bit/s/Hz, (11)

where F−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of |hij|2.
Let ρod denotes the distance between the scheduled node

and destination node j, ρid , i = 1, 2, ..., κ , denote the dis-
tances between other nodes and destination node.
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FIGURE 3. A frequency reuse scheme of a=1 where the shaded squares
share the same frequency.

Without loss of generality, we assume that ρ0d ≤ ρ1d ≤

· · · ≤ ρκd . The SIC decoding scheme could maximize the
sum rate while the following set of sum rate satisfied

R0 ≤ log
(
1+

P · l(|X0 − Xj|) · |h0j|2

W1N0

)
R0 + R1 ≤ log

(
1+

∑1
i=0 P · l(|Xi − Xj|) · |hij|

2

W1N0

)
...

κ∑
i=0

Ri ≤ log
(
1+

∑κ
i=0 P · l(|Xi − Xj|) · |hij|

2

W1N0

)
, (12)

where Ri is the achievable rate of the ith node. Notice thatµ is
omitted from the denominator since each source node spreads
its signal over the entire bandwidth.

Now we introduce the following lemmas.
Lemma 5:Given a pair of source node and destination node

in any cell, the number of nodes in the same cell that have
greater distance from the destination node than the source
node is κ = 2( nb ).

The detailed proof could be found in [19].
Lemma 6: For any integer a > 0, there exists a reuse

policy with M2 frequency bands while all cells can transmit
at the same time with bounded interferences, whereM2 is the
frequency reuse factor and M = 2(a+ 1).
The proof was provided in [2]. A frequency reuse scheme

is shown in Figure 3.
Since there are κ = 2( nb ) nodes that satisfy ρ0d ≤ ρ1d ≤
· · · ≤ ρκd , the sum rate in (12) is achievable.

III. OUTAGE THROUGHPUT CAPACITY UNDER
INTRA-CELL TRANSMISSION MODE
Applying the spatial/ temporal schemes and the SIC decoding
scheme, the bandwidth assigned to a scheduled source node
is ηW1 =

1−θ
M2 W1 Hz for intra-cell mode. The following

Lemma gives the sum rate of the scheduled and opportunistic
sources over Rayleigh fading channels.
Lemma 7: While under Rayleigh fading, as n → ∞,

the transmission rate of intra-cell mode from source node i

to destination node j can be evaluated as follow

RRayintra = O
(
log(ε

b
n
n
b
)
)
bit/s/Hz, (13)

where ε is the outage probability. The outage performance is

Pout = Pr
{
||h||2 <

(2R − 1)(W1N0 + I )

P · min(1, ρ−α0d e
−γρ0d )

}
, (14)

where ||h||2 =
∑κ

i=0 |hij|
2. Notice that l(|Xi − Xj|) =

min(1, ρ−α0d e
−γρ0d ) follows the large-scale radio attenuation

function.
The outage capacity over Rayleigh fading is

CRay
ε = log

{
1+ ε

1
κ+1 · [(κ + 1)!]

1
κ+1 · SNIR

}
. (15)

Proof: The proof was provided in [1].
With Lemma 7, we can now working on the first part

of Theorem 1. Since the outage throughput capacity per
node Tε(n, b) is determined by the product of the allocated
bandwidth and the sum rate, i.e., ηW1 · R

Ray
intra, the following

equation can be drawn

T Rayintra(n, b) = O
(
log(ε

b
n
n
b
)W1

)
bit/s. (16)

The first part of Theorem 1 follows.
Similarly, we could prove the first part of Theorem 2 and

Theorem 3 by introducing the following lemmas:
Lemma 8:While underRician fading, as n→∞, the trans-

mission rate of intra-cell mode from source node i to destina-
tion node j can be evaluated as follow

RRicianintra = O
(
log[(e

s2

δ2 ε)
b
n
n
b
]
)
bit/s/Hz. (17)

Proof: see Appendix A.
Lemma 9: While under Nakagami-m fading, as n → ∞,

the transmission rate of intra-cell mode from source node i to
destination node j can be evaluated as follow

RNakintra = O
(
log[(ε

1
m )

b
n
n
b
]
)
bit/s/Hz. (18)

Proof: see Appendix B.
Now let’s examine the impact of fading on the throughput

capacity under intra-cell transmission mode. As is known,
the AWGN capacity for the intra-cell transmission (without
fading) is

CAwgn = log
{
1+ (κ + 1) · SNIR

}
. (19)

First, we compare the outage capacity over Rayleigh fading
(15) with the AWGN capacity (19). We conclude that as
n→∞, whichmeans κ →∞, the fading impairment will be
eliminated, since the negative influence of outage probability
ε is weakened by 1

κ+1 and the factor [(κ+1)!]
1
κ+1 ∼ 2(κ+1).

Our conclusion is verified by the following simulation.
In Figure 4, as κ increases, the impairment of Rayleigh
fading, characterized by outage probability ε, is weakened
and the outage capacity over Rayleigh fading asymptotically
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FIGURE 4. Outage throughput capacity over Rayleigh fading as a fraction
of AWGN throughput capacity.

FIGURE 5. Outage throughput capacity over Rician fading as a fraction of
AWGN throughput capacity.

approaches AWGN capacity. These conclusions demonstrate
that the intra-cell mode could effectively combat the impact
of Rayleigh fading with opportunistic sources.

The outage throughput capacity of Rician fading with
different outage probability ε and Rician factor K is shown
in Figure 5. Clearly, as opportunistic sources number κ
increases, the impairment of fading is weakened. However,
as κ increases, the outage throughput capacity with K = 7dB
outperforms the scenario when K = 12dB. To explain this
phenomenon, let us examine the derived transmission rate
(30) and the related asymptotic behavior (17). Note that,
on the one hand, the negative influence of outage property ε is
mitigated by the exponent 1

κ+1 ; on the other hand, the benefit

of LOS transmission es
2/δ2 of Rician fading is alleviated by

the exponent 1
κ+1 as κ increases, which means the benefit

of LOS transmission of all sources are offset by themselves.
Nevertheless, the scatter power δ2 in (30) will not be affected
by increasing opportunistic sources. Hence, if the Rician
factor K is large, the scatter power δ2 is very small, which
definitely degrades the throughput performance as shown
in Figure 5.

Finally, we will discuss the intra-cell throughput perfor-
mance over Nakagami-m fading. From the asymptotic behav-
ior of transmission rate (18), since the outage ε is alleviated
by the exponent 1

m , large m will bring better throughput
capacity. This conclusion is validated in Figure 6. It also
demonstrates that no matter which m is chosen, intra-cell
mode could effectively combat the impact of Nakagami-m
fading with opportunistic sources.

FIGURE 6. Outage throughput capacity over Nakagami-m fading as a
fraction of AWGN throughput capacity (ε = 0.001).

IV. OUTAGE THROUGHPUT CAPACITY UNDER
INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSMISSION MODE
Infrastructure mode is another scenario where the data trans-
mission happens between the nodes from different cells. To be
more specific, the source nodes first relay all of their traffic to
the base station of that cell during uplink phase. Subsequently,
the base station decodes the transmitted data from each source
node and send them through the wired infrastructure to the
destination cell during the transport phase. Finally, the base
station delivers data to destination node during the downlink
phase.
Lemma 10: While under Rayleigh fading, as n →

∞, the transmission rate of infrastructure mode from
source node i to destination node j can be evaluated as
follow

RRayinfra = 2

(
log(ε

n
b
)
)
bit/s/Hz. (20)

The proof is provided in [1]. Note that as a result of
applying SIC strategy, all nodes from the same cell will
share the bandwidth of W1

M2 during the uplink phase while
during the downlink transmission, each node only gains W2

M2 nc
bandwidth as the bandwidth W2

M2 is partitioned to nc nodes.
This bandwidth limitation further verifies the the bottle-
neck of downlink transmission. Hence, the outage throughput
capacity of the infrastructure mode, which is determined
by the downlink transmission, is T Rayinfra(n, b) = λW2 ·

RRayinfra = 2
( b
n log(ε

n
b )W2

)
bit/s. Then the second part of

Theorem 1 follows.
Similarly, we could prove the second part of Theorem 2 and

Theorem 3 by introducing the following lemmas:
Lemma 11: While under Rician fading, as n → ∞,

the transmission rate of infrastructure mode from source node
i to destination node j can be evaluated as follow

RRicianinfra = 2

(
log(e

s2

δ2 ε
n
b
)
)
bit/s/Hz. (21)

Proof: This lemma can be proved using the similar
method as Lemma 10. If channel hbj follows Rician fading,
|hbj|2 follows noncentral χ2 distribution with 2 degrees of
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FIGURE 7. Ratio between the uplink and downlink throughput capacity
under infrastructure mode over Rician fading.

freedom. The outage capacity can be derive as:

CRician′
ε = log

{
1+ e

s2

δ2 · δ2 · ε · SNIR′
}

(22)

where SNIR′ =
P·min(1,ρ−α0d e

−γρ0d )
λW2 N0+I ′

.
Then the transmission rate of downlink over Rician fading

channel is 2
(
log(e

s2

δ2 ε nb )
)
. Due to the bottleneck of down-

link transmission, the transmission rate is then RRicianinfra =

2
(
log(e

s2

δ2 ε nb )
)
. We complete the proof.

Lemma 12:While under Nakagami-m fading, as n→ ∞,
the transmission rate of infrastructure mode from source node
i to destination node j can be evaluated as follow

RNakinfra = 2

(
log(ε

1
m
n
b
)
)
bit/s/Hz. (23)

Proof: In terms of Nakagami-m fading, square magni-
tude |hbj|2 follows 0(m, 1

m ) with a pdf of

f (x) =
mm

0(m)
xm−1e−mx , x ≥ 0 (24)

Applying (24), we have the outage performance for
Nakagami-m fading scenario at high SNIR,

P′out =
mm

m!

[ (2R − 1)
SNIR′

]m (25)

Solving P′out = ε, we have

CNak ′
ε = log

{
1+

1
m
(m!)

1
m · ε

1
m · SNIR′

}
. (26)

Then the transmission rate of downlink over Nakagami-
m fading channel is 2

(
log(ε

1
m n
b )
)
. Similarly, due to the

limitation of downlink transmission, the transmission is then
2
(
log(ε

1
m n
b )
)
. The proof is complete.

Several simulations will be provided to illustrate the bottle-
neck of the transmission under infrastructuremode. As shown
in Figure 7, when outage probability ε is smaller, the of uplink
throughput over Rician fading show its more prominently
advantage. This conclusion further verifies the advantage of
introducing opportunistic sources to the infrastructure mode
and downlink phase has thus became the bottleneck of such
mode. Note that, with the same ε, large Rician factor K

FIGURE 8. Ratio between the uplink and downlink throughput capacity
under infrastructure mode over Nakagami-m fading (ε = 0.001).

(K = 12 dB) will improve the throughput of the downlink
phase (21); and Moreover, as we have discussed in the uplink
phase, the introduction of opportunistic sources will mitigate

the dominant LOS transmission (e
s2

δ2 ) of Rician fading. Thus,
large Rician factor K narrows down the capacity difference
between the the uplink and downlink phase.

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison between the through-
put of both uplink and downlink over Nakagami-m fading.
Clearly, as opportunistic sources number κ increases, the
uplink throughput exceed the downlink scenario due to the
benefit of opportunistic sources. Notice that the outage prob-
ability ε of both the uplink and downlink phase is weakened
by Nakagami-m shape parameter m. Hence, large m narrows
down the capacity difference between the the uplink and
downlink phase.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the outage throughput capac-
ity bound of the hybrid wireless networks. For such hybrid
networks with wired backbone, we examined the impact of
different kind of fading and provided the close-form solutions
for outage throughput capacity at high SNIR.

Opportunistic sources is introduced to cooperate with the
scheduled source for intra-cell transmission mode where the
bandwidth is shared by both kinds of the sources. Successive
interference cancellation decoding scheme has been applied
at receiver side in order to reduce the intra-cell interference
and thus the maximum capacity can be achieved.

The outage throughput capacity under intra-cell transmis-
sion mode over Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami-m fading

are derived as O
(
log(ε

b
n n
b )W1

)
, O
(
log[(e

s2

δ2 ε)
b
n n
b ]W1

)
and

O
(
log[(ε

1
m )

b
n n
b ]W1

)
, respectively.

Clearly, by introducing the opportunistic sources, net-
works under intra-cell mode could effectively combat fading
and the throughput capacity could therefore increasing
significantly as the number of wireless nodes increases.
However, downlink transmission would be the will be bot-
tleneck of the infrastructure mode, since only the base
station is transmitting data during the downlink phase.
As for infrastructure transmission scenario, the corre-
sponding outage throughput capacity over those three
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fading channels are 2
( b
n log(ε

n
b )W2

)
,2
( b
n log(e

s2

δ2 ε nb )W2
)

and 2
( b
n log(ε

1
m n
b )W2

)
, respectively.

APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 8
Rician fading is the most applicable fading model when there
exists a dominant line-of-sight (LOS) path from the trans-
mitter to the receiver. It is characterized by two component:
direct power s2 and scatter power δ2. A useful parameter
Rician factor K about Rician LOS property is defined by
K = 10 log s2

δ2
dB.

The pdf of Rician random variable |hij| is

f (h) =
2h
δ2
I0(

2sh
δ2

)e−
h2+s2

δ2 , h ≥ 0

where I0(·) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first
kind with order zero. Thus, ||h||2 is actually a noncentral χ2

distribution with 2(κ + 1) degrees of freedom. The density
of noncentral χ2 variable with 2L degrees of freedom is as
follow

f (x) =
1
δ2

(
x
s2
)
L−1
2 e−

s2+x
δ2 IL−1(

2s
δ2

√
x), x ≥ 0,

where

IL−1(x) =
∞∑
k=0

( x2 )
L−1+2k

k!0(L + k)
, x ≥ 0.

With Rician fading scenario, the outage performance (14)
could be transformed into

P{||h||2 < T } =
∫ T

0

1
δ2

(
x
s2
)
L−1
2 e−

s2+x
δ2 IL−1(

2s
δ2

√
x)dx

(a)
'

∫ T

0

1

e
s2

δ2 (δ2)L(L − 1)!
e−

x
δ2 xL−1dx

(b)
=

1

e
s2

δ2 (δ2)L(L − 1)!
· (

1
δ2

)−Lγ (L,
1
δ2
T )

(c)
= e−

s2

δ2
[
1− e−

T
δ2

L−1∑
i=0

( T
δ2
)i

i!

]
where (a) follows that, when x is small, such as 0 < x ≤
√
α + 1, Iα(x) ≈ 1

0(α+1) (
x
2 )
α; (b) follows the definition of

lower incomplete gamma function; (c) follows that γ (n, x) =
(n− 1)!

[
1− e−x

∑n−1
i=0

xi
i!

]
if n is integer.

The outage probability Pout for Rician fading scenario is

Pout = e−
s2

δ2

{
1− e−

(2R−1)
SNIR·δ2

κ∑
i=0

1
i!

[ (2R − 1)
SNIR · δ2

]i} (27)

with SNIR =
P·min(1,ρ−α0d e

−γρ0d )
W1 N0+I

.
The resulting outage capacity over Rician fading channel

can be obtained by solving

e−
s2

δ2

{
1− e−

(2R−1)
SNIR·δ2

κ∑
i=0

1
i!

[ (2R − 1)
SNIR · δ2

]i}
= ε. (28)

Similarly, for arbitrary κ , there’s no close-form solution.
Therefore, by approximating e−x with 1 for small x, the out-
age performance can be drawn as follow:

Pout =
1

e
s2

δ2 (δ2)κ+1(κ + 1)!

[2R − 1
SNIR

]κ+1 (29)

since, for small T,

P{||h||2 < T } =
∫ T

0

1

e
s2

δ2 (δ2)L(L − 1)!
xL−1dx

=
1

e
s2

δ2 (δ2)LL!
T L .

Hence, at high SNIR, the outage probability over Rician
fading is given by (29). SolvingPout = ε, we reach the outage
capacity for Rician fading scenario

CRician
ε = log

{
1+δ2(e

s2

δ2 )
1
κ+1 · [(κ + 1)!]κ+1 · ε

1
κ+1 ·SNIR

}
.

(30)

Note that the above outage capacity is also the upper
bound due to the approximation in (14). Together with κ =
2( nb ) and I = 2

(
( nb )

1− α2
)
, the sum rate over Rician fad-

ing channels of the scheduled and opportunistic sources is

O
(
log[(e

s2

δ2 ε)
b
n n
b ]
)
.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 9
Fading in the case of urban cities with closely spaced build-
ings can be modeled better with Nakagami-m fading. The pdf
of Nakagami-m random variable |hij| is given by

f (h) =
2

0(m)
(
m
�
)mh2m−1e−mh

2/�, h ≥ 0 (31)

where 0(·) denotes the Gamma function, � = E[h2] is the
controlling spread and m = E2[h2]

Var[h2]
is the shape parameter.

For Nakagami-m fading, � = E[|hij|2] = 1. Clearly, |hij|2 is
distributed by

f (x) =
mm

0(m)
xm−1e−mx , x ≥ 0 (32)

which is actually a Gamma distribution. Since a random vari-
able that follows Gamma-distribution with parameter (k, θ)
can be formulated as

0(k, θ) =
1
θk

1
0(k)

xk−1e−
x
θ , x ≥ 0,

we have |hij|2 ∼ 0(m, 1
m ).

Here, we assumem is integer for purposes of analysis. Now
the question is how is ||h||2 =

∑κ
i=0 |hij|

2 distributed?
From Lemma 13, we conclude that ||h||2 is another

gamma-distribution with parameter
(
(κ + 1)m, 1

m

)
. Its pdf is

shown as follow

f (x) =
m(κ+1)m

0[(κ + 1)m]
x(κ+1)m−1e−mx . (33)
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Applying (33) into (14), we have

P{||h||2 < T } =
m(κ+1)m

0[(κ + 1)m]

∫ T

0
x(κ+1)m−1e−mxdx

=
m(κ+1)m

0[(κ + 1)m]
· m−(κ+1)mγ

(
(κ + 1)m,mT

)
= 1− e−mT

(κ+1)m−1∑
i=0

(mT )i

i!

By solving the following equation, the outage capacity over
Rician fading can be calculated

1− e−
m(2R−1)
SNIR

(κ+1)m−1∑
i=0

[m(2
R
−1)

SNIR ]i

i!
= ε. (34)

Similarly, for arbitrary κ and m, there’s no close-form
solution. Approximating e−x with 1 for small x, the outage
performance at high SNIR can be examined as follow:

Pout =
m(κ+1)m

[(κ + 1)m]!

[ (2R − 1)
SNIR

](κ+1)m (35)

since, according to (14), when T is small

P{||h||2 < T } =
∫ T

0

m(κ+1)m

0[(κ + 1)m]
x(κ+1)m−1dx

=
m(κ+1)m

[(κ + 1)m]!
T (κ+1)m.

Solving Pout = ε, we arrive at the outage capacity for
Nakagami-m fading scenario

CNak
ε = log

{
1+

1
m
· ε

1
(κ+1)m · [(κ + 1)m]!

1
(κ+1)m · SNIR

}
.

(36)

Note that 1
m [(κ + 1)m]!

1
(κ+1)m = 2( nb ). Because the

above outage capacity is the upper bound due to the
approximation in (14), the sum rate of the scheduled and
opportunistic sources over Nakagami-m fading Channels is
O
(
log[(ε

1
m )

b
n n
b ]
)
. We complete the proof.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 13
Lemma 13: If Xi, i = 1, 2, ...,N follow independently
gamma-distribution 0(ki, θ), we have

N∑
i=1

Xi ∼ 0
( N∑

i=1

ki, θ
)
. (37)

Proof: The corresponding moment generating function
(MGF) Mx(t) is defined by

Mx(t) = E[etx]

=

∫
∞

0
etx f (x)dx (38)

then for Y =
∑n

i=1 Xi, the MGF is

My(t) = E[ety]

= E[et(x1+x2+...xn)]

= E[etx1 ]E[etx2 ] · · ·E[etxn ]

= Mx1 (t)Mx2 (t) · · ·Mxn (t)

=

n∏
i=1

Mxi (t)

As for Gamma distribution 0(ki, θ),Mx(t) = 1
(1−θ t)ki

; thus
the MGF of the sum of xi is

My(t) =
1

(1− θ t)
∑n

i=1 ki
, (39)

which is clearly a MGF of a gamma-distribution 0(k ′, θ ′)
where k ′ =

∑n
i=1 ki, θ

′
= θ . Thus

∑N
i=1 Xi ∼

0
(∑N

i=1 ki, θ
)
. The proof is complete.
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